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Abstract only

The Chesapeake Bay CriticalArea ProtectionLaw (Natural Resources Article 8-1801 - 8-
1816)was passedby the GeneralAssembly in 1984becauseofconcernabout the declineofcertain
natural resources of the Chesapeake Bay. Recent studies by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency andothershave shown thatthis declineis relatedto the intensityof humanactivities within
the watershedofthe Bay.

In order to begin to addressthese sourcesof impact, the GeneralAssembly designated a
geographical areaaroundthe tidal watersof the ChesapeakeBay and its tributaries as the "Critical
Area." It directedthatnew development in this area be suchas to minimize impactson the Bay's
water quality and plant, fish, and wildlife habitat. Pursuant to the requirements of the Law, the
ChesapeakeBay CriticalAreaCommission was established to develop criteriafor guiding local
jurisdictionsin developing programs forCritical Area.

The processof approval for thesecriteria as con be imagined,was fraught with political
pitfalls and enhancements - all of which resultedin a set of landmark land-useguidelines for
developmentaroundthe Bay which passedGeneralAssembly scrutinyin April of 1986. At this
time, theCommissionwill seek to work with60 jurisdictions in helpingthem use thecriteria in the
development of theirlocal Critical AreaProtection Programs.
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

Linda OLeary
The PortAuthorityof New York and New Jersey

One World Trade Center
Suite 74S

New York. New York 10048

The Poet of Hew York and New Jersey, traditionally considered
the nation's premier harbor, encompasses more than seven hundred miles of
waterfront property. The port complex, located seventeen miles from the
open sea. Is well protected from storms and not subject to extreme
weather conditions. Over several decades, activity along the shoreline
has adapted to the technological changes In the maritime Industry, as
well as the population dynamics of the metropolitan area.

The advent of contalnerlzatlon rendered a number of finger
piers, structures erected on piles and perpendicular to shoreline, on
both sides of the Hudson River, obsolete. Consolidation and reorganiza
tion of rail service In the region has resulted In the abandonment of
major portions of the New York and Hew Jersey waterfront south of the
Geocge Washington Bridge. As facilities were consolidated and waterfront
areas abandoned many shoreslde structures fell Into a state of disrepair
which would only worsen with the Impact of tide and time. For at least a
decade, much of this Impacted shoreline remained dormant. The waterfront
areas are now enjoying renewed lntecest on the part of both public and
private development sponsors. The unobstructured view from the water's
edge has, once again, proved to be a lure for city and suburban dwellers.

The Port of New York and New Jersey faces a most interesting
challenge with respect to development along the water's edge. In 1972,
the United States Congress enacted the Coastal Zone Management Act with
the intent of generating "a national Interest in the effective
management, beneficial use, protection and development of the coastal
zone."

As an Incentive to coastal states, Congress provided funds for
the development of coastal zone management programs designed to reflect
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the particular Interests, environment and geographic location of the
state. New York and New Jersey have since developed programs which seek
to improve water quality and aquatic resources, rehabilitate unused or
underutilized waterfront structures and provide public access to the
shoreline. Both States implement the coastal zone management program
through a series of permit proceedings, inter-agency reviews and consist
ency certifications.

In 1984, the States of New York and New Jersey passed legisla
tion that enabled the Fort Authority to acquire and develop two mixed-use
sites on the waterfront. The New Jersey site is located In Hoboken,
Hudson County and the New York site Is located in the Hunters Point
section of Queens. The waterfront development projects were designed to
increase the local government's tax base and employment opportunities',
provide public access and open space; stem erosion and physical
deterioration of the shoreline; and provide additional commercial space
and housing stock.

In metropolitan New York and New Jersey, proximity to the
waterfront translates into proximity to a transportation network as well
as one's place of employment. It Is not surprising that given these
advantages, in addition to unparalleled views of the harbor and skyline,
mixed-use development is the most appealing prospect for sites along the
shoreline. The Hoboken and Hunters Point projects arc only two of at
least twenty large scale waterfront development projects proposed for the
Port Region. Given this accelerated Interest In waterfront develop
ment on the part of public and private entities, one might question why
proposals, which appear to incorporate the goals of coastal zone manage
ment legislation, take an Inordinate amount of time to Implement.

One difficulty in Implementing waterfront development projects
appears to stem from a lack of scientific agreement on the anticipated
impacts to the aquatic environment. The scientific data base on coastal
environments Is in an evolutionary stage. The impact of pilings, fill
and bulkheads on the aquatic environment Is only now being examined In
depth. Prior to the enactment of environmental legislation in the
1970's, waterfront structures were built, channels dredged and marshland
filled with little regard to potential environmental Impacts. Over the
course of two centuries construction activities In the Port of New York
and New Jersey focused on pile supported piers, bulkheadlng of shoreline
areas and dredging forty five (45) federally authorized navigation
channels. The development of the port complex did not necessarily result
in an adverse effect on the environment: dredging may have had only a
short-term impact on turbidity; and pile supported structures may have
fostered an environment conducive to the proliferation of particular
aquatic species. In addition, the development of the Port enriched the
local and regional economy.

Today the pendulum seems to have shifted such that, no
waterfront construction, or even alteration Is permitted until every last
potential Impact has been Identified, addressed and mitigated. Although
this may appear to be a prudent and conservative approach to waterfront
development and rehabilitation, the questions are endless and oftimes
unanswerable. For example, the New York Harbor Collection and Removal of
Drift Program envisions removing the deteriorated piers and thereby
eliminating sources of drift. Objections have recently been registered
that the program to clean-up waterfront areas and remove hazards to



navigation may be disrupted to the lnter-pler ecosystem as such may
constitute an aquatic habitat. Nonetheless, new pier constuctlon also
raises objections from environmentalists and regulators. The inertia
with respect to project implementation results In frustrated efforts on
the part of regulators and developers alike. How many seasons of fish
sampling data is enough to determine the "resident and migratory species"
of a particular cove? Will driving piles to support a public esplanade
disturb the aquatic environment, Increase slltatlon or create an Improved
climate for species who seek the shelter of pier and lnter-pler waters?
Docs decking Interfere with light penetration and thereby negatively
Impact the aquatic biota?

Some of the questions posited can be addressed on a qualitative
level. However, when regulators seek to have developers define both
qualitative and quantitative cummulqtlve impacts of waterfront
development along a particular stretch of shoreline; they may be asking
questions which cannot be answered. In short, how much decking should be
permitted; when does pile density resemble a fill activity; what number
of fish constitute a resident species; and finally, are certain species
favored over others? The cummulatlvc impact analysis embodies a
preference for projects that are "first time" as all development
proposals which follow must take existing and proposed projects Into
consideration when evaluating environmental Impacts.

The scope of cuamulatlve Impact analysis has recently become a
bone of contention. At what point Is a project far enough along In the
planning stage to be Included as part of the environmental analysis
compiled by another developer. If a developer must include all project
proposals, he/she faces a herculean task, particularly In view of the
sheer number of proposals for the New York and New Jersey metropolitan
area. If the proposed projects to be included In the environmental
analysis are specific to a stretch of shoreline; the question becomes
which projects, of what scale and In what proximity to the developer's
proposal. In addition, reality dictates that many projects are proposed
but few implemented. Consequently, developers may be charged with
expending time and money on cummulatlvc environmental analysis which
bears no relation to the particular projects that are actually Imple
mented over the course of many years.

Controversial waterfront development projects face an even
greater obstacle when It comes to implementation. Regulatory agencies
may be reluctant to authorize projects which are viewed as a potential
target of litigation. Requests for additional Information and expanded
analysis translates Into the best defense for an agency which may later
have to justify the Issuance of a permit or consistency certificate.

The problems associated with regulatory compliance are not
rooted in any inconsistency In the regulations nor Inconsistency between
the proposed project and the coastal zone management policies. Rather,
the latitude with which the regulations and policies are Interpreted
leads to the delay and sometimes the demise of a development project.
For example, oftimes the regulatory review process does not begin until
the regulating agency deems an application complete. Hence, the review
timeframe is unpredictable- A developer may conduct several seasons of
sampling only to discover later on that such sampling should have been
more extensive or in a different location. Upon submitting sampling
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data, a developer may discover that the lack of staff has Inhibited
review and thereby additional delays ensue. A developer may also dis
cover that data compiled for one agency does not satisfy the review
requirements of another agency. All too often the discretion embodied in
regulatory Interpretation reflects the whim, fiat and bent of a
particular agency or Individual.

Complicating the situation faced by developers Is the lack of a
cohesive approach to evaluating the merits of a proposed project. The
regulatory agencies typically reprosent federal, state and local govern
ments each with their own area of Interest, concern and information
level. The specific Interests may relate to marine life and fisheries,
water quality, navigation, public access or Infrastructure improvements.
Although these concerns are not mutually exclusive, reaching a consensus
with regulatory agencies on the scope of the environmental analysis and
the design of the project can be a frustrating, if not an unattainable
goal.

The question remains as to whether the multi-tiered review of a
waterfront development proposal actually results In a project which
satisfies the environmental, economic ond aesthetic concerns* Inordinate
delays in scoping the outline for an environmental Impact statement,
negotiations among and between federal, state and local agencies and
months of research to compile the appropriate data can have a chilling
effect on a developer's Interest and economic commitment to a project.
In this situation, neither the public nor the developer benefit as the
unused waterfront area renains underutilized and unavailable to the
population of an urban area. If the goal of coastal zone management is
exclusively to preserve the status quo, then the regulatory review
procedures, as they are currently administered, will do just that.

The coastal zone legislation recognizes that coastal areas are
unique with respect to natural, ecological, recreational, industrial,
cultural and aesthetic resources. The competing demands on these re
sources can be evaluated such that the social, economic and environmental
Interests are addressed and accommodated. The need to Insure a proper
balance between natural resources and economic development Is the
responsibility of the regulators as well as the proponents of projects.

The evaluation of the merits of a proposal muBt Include an
analysis of the costs and benefits to both the human and aquatic environ
ment. Regulators must be sensitive to the fact that trade-offs are part
of any development. Hence, the project must be viewed in terms of risks
and benefits and repercussions of the "no-action" or "tn-actlon" alterna
tive. Developers must be sensitive, In design and implementation, to the
fact that waterfront development will Impact the waterway but can do so
in a beneficial fashion. The developer must also evaluate the econom
ics of a project from the perspective of providing the appropriate
environmental analysis and Identify the point at which the regulatory
process is more costly than the project.

The thin strip of land along the water's edge is a precious
resource, both fragile and dynamic. Deteriorated shorelines are neither
aesthetically pleasing nor environmentally stable. The social and
economic well being of the people of coastal areas are critically linked
to the preservation and development of both the natural and man-made
resources in the state's coastal zone.
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LAND USE PLANNING UNDER THE
GUISE OF CAMA IN NORTH CAROLINA

Richard A. Stephenson
Urbanand RegionalPlanning Program
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The Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) was ratified in the State
of North Carolina in 1974. This was a last minute effort by the legis
lature to interface with the federal legislation passed in 1971. Many
planners felt that the difficulties In ratifying the legislation re
vealed a low level of support by the people. While CAMA Is now accepted
by many citizens, there are still some that have a problem with it.
This is not uncommon with respect to land use controls, and CAMA is leg
islation for guiding land and water use. As the bill states, "In the im
plementation of the coastal area management plan, the public's opportu
nity to enjoy the physical, esthetic, cultural, and recreational quali
ties of the natural shorelines of the State shall be preserved to the
greatest extent feasible; water resources shall be managed in order to
preserve and enhance water quality and to provide optimum utilization of
water resources; land resources shall be managed In order to guide
growth and development and to minimize damage to the natural environ
ment; and private property rights shall be preserved in accord with the
Constitution of this State and of the United States" (NCAC, 1974).

In the early 1970's only a few states had adopted applicable state
wide land use regulatory systems (Cuernsey, 1972). Hawaii was the first
state to adopt a comprehensive land use law in 1961. Wisconsin followed
with legislation in 1966 to protect all shorelines. In 1970 Florida
passed legislation for the purpose of developing a comprehensive plan
for the protection, development and zoning of the coastal zone. Cali
fornia began with some piecemeal efforts related to the coastal zone in
1968, but did not achieve a comprehensive land use planning effort until
1972. In 1969 the Texas legislation began to study coastal related prob
lems, but the study was not completed until 1972. Generally, none of the
coastal zone management and planning programs at the state level moved as
fast nor as far as they needed to in order to resolve land use Issues and
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problems. Even the legislation passed by the 92nd Congress tends to
fall short of the mark as we all can see as the coastal zone becomes
more impacted with each passing day.

The intentions of the existing federal and state legislation are
admirable. It seems that much of the problem Is in the application of
the legislation at the local level. We seem to knowwhat to do, but not
haw to do It. This happens a lot. But it doesn't need to be that way.
One of the major problems we are confronted with in the local applica
tion of land use legislation in North Carolina Is the wide variation of
planning and management sophistication. For example, large communities
with full time planning staffs are very successful with a continuing
planning effort, while in small towns and rural areas the planning ef
fort is virtually Inactive from update to update of the land use plans
required by CAMA. The contrast between places having a large urbanizing
population located on the ocean and rural towns located on the inner
coastal plain shows chc differences that CAMA attempts to handle. It
should not be too hard to Imagine how difficulties occur in the applica
tion of the Coastal area Management Act.

Planning vs. Management

In order to describe the problems related to the application of
state legislation at the local level we must philosophize a little bit.
what is meant by planning? What Is meant by management? For all prac
tical purposes land use planning is the conceptualizing, coordination
and encouragement of private and public use of land to satisfy long
term public interests. Even more fundamentally, planning Is the pro
cess of bringing the future into the present so we can do something
about It now! How many of us use this thinking in setting goals and
policies at the local level? My limited observations tell me very few.
The consequences without a continuous local planning effort are ecologi
cal disruptions or Impacts when we use our spatially oriented resources
such as land to satisfy our economic, social, recreational or political
needs. In the past few decades, planning, management and land use con
trols have been increasingly used to protect our valuable resources.
Unfortunately, local attitudes have not changed sufficiently to allow
this process to occur with uniformity or regularity. Perhaps the prob
lem is at the management end. Management Is much different than plan
ning. Many theorists say that managment deals with methods and means
of effectively using the resources of an organization to achieve its
established objectives (Carlisle, 1976). We have heard It said that you
can manage programs, but you can't manage people. Is this the problem?
is It that we can manage our environmental resources, but when it comes
to applying the same method to people our problems occur. Think about
It! There is definitely a difference between the planning process and
tho management process. In the planning process, it Is people oriented.
In the management process, It is objective oriented. It Is necessary
in the local application of the Coastal Area Management Act to allow
the planning process to work. And the planning process is complicated,
perplexing and time consuming at the very least. Not that management
isn't, but resources don't tend to answer back like people do.

Some Local Scenarios

During the past several years 1 have had the opportunity and good



fortune to work with several coastal communities In North Carolina.

This experience has allowed me to observe first hand the concerns of
these communities and how they function. I have classified these con
cerns into several categories: 1) outside environmental influences,
2) outside socioeconomic influence, 3) administrative expcrtice, and
4) local leadership. With respect to outside environmental influences,
problems abound. It Is very difficult to sell the protection of environ
mental resources, particularly water, when coastal communities are being
Impacted by communitcs outside the coastal zone. For example, in Bertie
County located where the Roanoke River and Chowan River have their con
fluence, the water quality entering the estuarine environment Is already
impacted from upstream sources. Further, because the Roanoke River is
heavily dammed it has virtually ruined the striped bass population and
the spring herring run. It Is very difficult to formulate policies re
lated to the best management practices under these circumstances. In
this case, the planner must espouse drainage basin planning and manage
ment eventhough the likelihood of a comprehensive planning effort in a
river ba3in as large as the Roanoke seems remote. And because it Is re
mote, the local policies are generally vague with respect, to land and
water management. Another example of outside environmental Influences
being imposed on the coastal area is acid deposition. In most coastal
areas the soils are already acidic. Acid rain Impacts the soils even
further affecting the more sensitive terrestrial biota as well as
aquatic biota. How can a local land use plan address this very im
portant issue? The citizens are stymied, so is the planner, and the
problem continues. Planners realize that the planning process at the
local level is the key to environmental integrity. But not all environ
mental problems can be solved at the local level in a coastal situation.
The local policy makers, the citizens of the coastal communities, need
to see some progress at the national or regional scale before they will
be willing to articulate environmental policies more specifically.

Planning at the local level works best without outside pressures.
Managers or planners from state and federal agencies must be extremely
careful not to create what we can call the 'big brother syndrome'. Many
people resent being cold what they can and cannot do. How 'visitors'
approach local coastal issues must be done with care. It takes a con
tinuous planning process to educate the people regarding the purpose of
land use and other environmental controls. This process does not begin
with state or federal agencies nor should it, but it should be allowed
to happen using the local planner. The planning effort must be allowed
to develop by the state and federal agencies. Patience would certainly
be a virtue In such cases. In Bertie County, the land use planning up
date took two years to complete. The Office of Coastal Management was
very patient. And while there are some environmental issues unresolved
such as the poor water quality coming from Virginia and piedmont North
Carolina, the local land use plan and its contribution toward maintain
ing the integrity of the coastal area is unmistakable In its intent.
The people of Bertie County have addressed the land use Issues and have
a document that will help them for the next five years and beyond. The
situation in this rural county presented this planner with an unusual
and beneficial planning experience. And because the planning board
ceased to exist after the last land use plan update, it allowed the new
ly appointed citizen planners to have a fresh start In the planning pro
cess. It has given them valuable time to explore the meaning and the
necessity of coastal planning.
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There is a wide variation in the administration of local governments.
Small towns, in particular, can be operating with a town manager who may
have a degree in public administration with years of experience or a
part time town clerk with a high school diploma and very little experi
ence. Some towns are functioning without the benefit of a planning board
or technical planning assistance, while other towns may have a planning
department with several professional planners to assist the planning
board and the town council. In a number of instances towns will seek ad
ditional assistance for land use planning if local planning tasks consume
too much of the local planner's time. In the case of Kill Devil Hills
the town planner opted for some outside assistance. The planner and the
planning board desired a public opinion survey and analysis to be con
ducted as part of the land use planning effort which would allow town
officials guidance in their decision making process and assist in formu
lating policies on the local land use issues. The survey served them
well, for they not only obtained slightly over a (lfty percent response,
they garnered some valuable insight related to the local coastal issues.
The Importance of public participation cannot be overstresscd. But time
to conduct the survey and analysis could not be afforded at the local
level. Unfortunately not all towns have the financing to seek the assis
tance they so badly need to carry out a continuous effort of town plan
ning. In any case It Is not easy to plan in a community, nor is it easy
to manage a program such as CAMA in an area where just 'making ends
meet' is the primary concern of the people.

Finally, there is the concern of local leadership. It Is difficult
to get people excited about CAMA. Conerally there arc two factions in
the community: 1) prodcvelopment, and 2) proenvlronment. The scenario
varies dependent upon how strong the leaders of these factions arc. And
it It is not unusual for town boards to vary in their thinking from one
election to another. That is, during one term the board may be for devel
opment, and in the next the board will be against development. In some
places the land use plan is constantly amended, in others the land use
plan is used as a firm guiding hand, and in others it isn't used at all.
By having a land use plan In place and setting policies for the coastal
environment does not necessarily mean that the coastal area will be ade
quately or uniformly dealt with. There are no assurances that In the
application of CAMA the environment will be under less stress. If the
local leadership takes a lax attitude concerning the local environment,
the likelihood that the plan will be utilized in Its entirety Is small.
Consequently, some communities have a successful continuous planning pro
cess which tends to Improve the coastal environment, while other com
munities have a somewhat loose interpretation of the planning process
which allows our coasts to be impacted.

Some Final Thoughts

Many parts of the coastal area will continue to have growth. The
land use plan helps in the effort to lessen the impact of this growth,
but It is no panccea for holding or reducing environmental Impact. This
is particularly the case when some of my planning colleagues arc suggest
ing that the carrying capacity of the barrier islands or the coastal
plain be based on maximum levels of groundwater withdrawal, maximum waste
water treatment capacities, and how fast the area can be evacuated with
more traffic .lanes in the event of a storm. Consideration of land avail
ability, stonrwater runoff Impact on water quality, alternatives to



growth economics, local feelings about land use densities and mixes, and
many other factors must be used in order to Improve the coastal environ
ment. We have a beginning in North Carolina. We have had some problems,
but we have had many successes with CAMA. Hopefully, CAMA will be im
proved. Perhaps it might even be expanded to include whole drainage
basins or the entire state. We certainly need it for our coasts arc
finite and fragile.
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STATUS OF THE COASTAL BARRIER
RESOURCES ACT STUDY

Frank B. McGilvrey
Coastal Barrier Coordinator
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Section 10 of the Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA) required the
Department of the Interior to conduct a three year study and report to
Congress. This report 1s to Include recommendations;

1. For the conservation of the fish, wildlife, and other natural
resources of the Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS) based on an
evaluation and comparison of all management alternatives, and

2. For additions to/or deletions from tho Coastal Barrier Resources

System and for modifications to the boundaries of System Units.

This paper 1s a progress report on that study.

CBRA resulted from the realization that development of coastal barriers
Is frequently hazardous to life and property, and often results In the
loss of unique and valuable natural resources. Much of thts development
would not have been possible without Federal subsidies.

CBRA Is a statement by Congress that the Federal Government will no
longer assist 1n financing new development on the 186 undeveloped.
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unprotected coastal barriers within 15 states on the Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts comprising the CBRS.

To Implement the Study, the Secretary of the Intorlor established a
study group cceiprlzed of representatives from the National Park Service.
Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geological Survey and other appropriate
entitles.

The first phase of the study was a compilation of all feasible management
alternatives and an Inventory of all undeveloped coastal barriers on all
coast-Hnes of the United States.

Significant issues reviewed Included!

1. State, local and private conservation and protection Initiatives

2. Federal tax policy - Incentives and disincentives

3. Federal regulatory programs. Section 9. 10 and 404 permits

4. Acquisition

5. Federal Revenue Sharing

6. Evaluation of the Impacts' or" exceptions allowed under CBRA

7. Redevelopment of developed areas destroyed by disasters

The Inventory of undeveloped coastal barriers included a substantial
expansion of the criteria used to establish the Coastal Barrier Resources
System. A comparison of the original with tho new criteria Included;

1. CBRS confined to the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.

The Inventory Included all coast lines of the United States including the
Great Lakes, Caribbean. Host Coast. Alaska and Hawaii.

2. CBRS Included only unprotected, undeveloped barriers.

The Inventory attempted to Include all undeveloped barriers, regardless
of ownership.

3. CBRS Included primary barriers of unconsolidated, sedimentary
material only.

The inventory Included othor land forms functioning as barriers. Including
carbonate-cemented deposits, vogetatlonally stabilized sediments (mangrove



Islands and chenters). and bedrock/glacial deposits. Secondary barriers
within large eosbayments were also Included.

4. A very limited amount of associated aquatic habitat was Included 1n
the CBRS.

All associated aquatic habitat up to 1 mile of open water and 5 miles of
marsh behind the barrier was Included 1n the Inventory.

5. The minimum shoreline length In the CBRS was 1/4 miles.

This was maintained In the Inventory except for states specifically
requesting addition of smaller areas that were otherwise qualified, and
Alaska, where the minimum was one mile.

Results of the Inventory Included expansion from 15 States 1n the CBRS to
32 States and territories In the Inventory. 166 vs 1335 units. 670 miles
vs 1335 miles of shoreline and 450.000 vs 7 3/4 million acres.

I want to emphasize that this phase Included no recommendations. It was
Intended only to explore all the possibilities and stimulate discussion.

The Inventory maps were developed by tho study group using U.S.
Geological Survey topographic maps, aerial photography and any pertinent
information available within the allowable timeframe Governors of the
affected states were notified of the study and requested to designate a
contact. State representatives were sent a draft set of maps and asked
to review them for accuracy based on the study criteria. Members of the
study group met with representatives of 17 States to review the maps and
make technical adjustments.

A March 1985 Federal Register Notice announced the availability of maps
and management alternatives for public review and comment. Affected
Congressional Committees and members were provided with briefings.
Governors of affected states and territories were requested to comment.
Study members participated 1n 25 state- sponsored public meetings and
meetings with state agencies. The public comment period closed on
September 30. 1965.

Official responses were received from all but 4 states and territories.
Over 2500 comments from the public were received 1n response to the
Federal Register Notice.

Generally those states already In the System with the most stringent
state laws favor the expansion and strengthening of the CBRA. Of the 15
states now In the CBRS. ten favor expansion of the System, with some
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caveats. The greatest concerns were, the Impact on Federal assistance
for management and development of otherwise protected areas, and the
possible Impacts on port development. Of the other 5 states, ono did not
respond and four. Including three not In the Coastal Zone Management
Program, favored the status quo or substantial deletions 1n the present
System. Of the three Atlantic coast states not presently 1n the System,
two favor accession. In the Great Lakes, four states oppose Inclusion,
two are favorable and one did not respond. All the Vest Coast states are
opposed to Inclusion.

Many local communities perceive tho CBRS as a threat to their development
and concomitant expansion of Jobs and thotax base. It 1s Interesting
that a number of cconun1t1os on heavily developed barriers recognize the
downside of development and favor strengthening the Act. One gots the
feeling that many relatively undeveloped communities will favor the law
as soon as they are developed. Apparently everyone has to learn from
their own mistakes.

Roactton of special Interest groups was as expected. Conservation
groups and the League of Women Votors support expansion; development
organizations are opposed. Individual responses were heavily In favor
of expansion.

Secretary Hodel Is reviewing tho comments, the requirements of tho law,
and options presented by the Study Group. He will then develop proposed
recommendations which will bo announced In the Federal Register for 90
days of public comment. Governors, local authorities, and Federal
agencies will be asked to commont. Thoro will be a number of Congressional
briefings. Members of the study group will be available for state
briefings and public meetings. Following the close of the comment period,
final recommendations will bo proparod and the report submitted to the
Congress.

These will be recommendations only. The Department of tho Interior has
no authority to Implement any of the recommendations. Action by the
Congress through amendment of the CBRA 1s required to expand or contract
the Coastal Barrier Resources System or to modify any other provisions of
tho law.

In closing, one final comment. There still seems to be considerable
confusion about this law. CBRA does one thing, and one thing only. It
withdraws Federal assistance for now development within those areas
designated by Congress. It 1s not a vast new Federal regulatory program.
I amthe only person In the entire Federal government committed to this
law full time.
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MANAGING COASTAL DUNES

NorbertP.Psuty
Rutgers University

Center for Coastal and EnvironmenuJ Studies
New Brunswick. NJ 08903

Dune Management is often recognized as a component of shoreline management.
There is a concept (albeit mistaken)thatdune stabilityproducesshorelinestability.
Sediment budget studies in conjunction with shoreline process-response models lead to the
conclusionthat coastaldunes are the productof a retreatingerosionalshorelineand that
imposedstability is antagonisticto the developmentand functioningof the dune system.

A sediment budget/morphological process-responsemodel is proposed that covers
the balancesthat mustbe achievedforcoastaldunedevelopment, equilibrium,and
attenuation. A second version of the model incorporates management strategies that can be
effectively applied in the several stages of the coastal dune model. The conclusion that
coastal dunes are the products of a slowly retreating shoreline imposes severe constraints
on the temporalapplicationsof activeor passiveprotectionsbageies.
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BARRIER ISLAND SETTLEMENT AND LANDUSE
EVOLUTION: A GULF COAST MODEL

KlausJ. Meyer-Arendt
Depinment of Geographyand Anthropology

Louisiana State University
BatonRouge, LA 70803

Introduction

For coastal planners to make effective zoning decisions in their
respective seaside communities, it is important not only to understand the
physical processes at play but also the cultural-historical antecedents of the
present landuse patterns. Often the various components of an established
American beach resort's urban morphology originated spontaneously (ie.
unguidedby zoning), and distinctive patternsof landuseevolved. At present,
many coastal resort communities are approaching their areal limits to
growth, and pressures to intensify landuse (Le. "redevelop") may threaten
the "vernacular" seaside urban morphology.

The aim of this paper is to present a background of the geography of
coastal resorts and to offer a schematic explanatory model of resort
evolution based on research conducted along the Gulf of Mexico littoral
Three seasideresorts—Port Myers Beach and Pensacola Beach in Florida, and
Grand Isle, Louisiana—are briefly described in terms of resort evolution,
settlement morphology, and conformity to the proposed model.

Prevlotn kemreri

Much of the research in coastal urbanization has been conducted in
England, site of Scarborough, the world's oldest seaside resort (where sea
water began to replace mineral water as a health cure in the early 1700s).
The geographer E.W. Gilbert's pioneering research in coastal resort genesis,
evolution, and morphology during the 1930s (Gilbert, 1939) paved the way
for extensive future recreation research in the United Kingdom. His tome in
Brighton (Gilbert, 1954) still stands among the most thorough studies of
resort evolution.
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Barrett (1958). in his study of 80* seaside resorts in Great Britain,
developed a model of "theoretical accommodation zones", in which a zone of
hotels and other "frontal amenities" faced the beach directly seaward of a
downtown core. Farther away from the beach, the type of lodging facilities
became simpler (boarding houses and bed-and-breakfast places), and with
distance from the core area, the intensity of tourism-related activities
decreased.

Stansfleld (1971), in a comparison of British and Northeast US. resorts,
found a similar pattern of "fronul amenities" which he labelled the
recreational business district (RBD) to distinguish from the central business
district (CBD). The RBD, a hignty-spedalized business district composed of
hotels, tourist-oriented shops, andamusement facilities, catered especially to
short-term vacationers. This concept was readily adopted by many tourism
and recreation researchers (e.g.Lavery, 1971).

Although resort evolution is a popular theme in the literature of
tourism, the research focus has been primarily sociological or economic, and
often theoretical in nature. Resortgrowth is generallydescribed in terms of
an S-curve or bell-curve, analagous to the 'product life cycle' concept used in
marketing. One of the better theoretical descriptions of resort growth is
provided by Butler (1980), who identifies several discrete stages of
development. The upper limits of growth are determined by market
saturation and decay m resort infrastructure, which send tourists and
recreationists off to less-spoiled beaches.

Corollary morphologic aspects of resort evolution have not beenwell
documented. Generalized models of coastal landscape change have been
developed (e«. Miossec. 1976; Preobrazhensky & Krivosheyev. 1982), but
systematic correlation of development stage with landscape expression is a
new and usually site-specific research focus. Variations of the Butler (1980)
model have been applied to examinations of coastal landscape change at
Malta (Young. 1983). Grand Isle (Meyer-Arendt, 1985). and Antigua
(Weaver, 1986).

A Retort Morphology Model

On the basis of the development patterns noted at older Gulf Coast
resorts, a schematic model of resort evolution is offered (Figure 1). Initial
touristic occupance (Stage A) is facilitated by, but not necessarily dependent
on,the provision of access. Access, however, leads to increased day use.and
the point of closest beach access evolves into the recreational business
district. Limited summer home construction occurs, though lack of services
restricts the level of residential developmenL

With the "take-off" of development in Stage B,the RBD expandsalong
the beach and along the access highway. Residential expansion also takes
place along the beachfront and in the vicinity of the business district The
original RBD core Is still the prime focus of tourists and recreationtau, and
often a fishing pier is added. An incipient community has formed by this

Stage C entails an expansion of the development patterns already
established. Residential expansion continues along the beachfront, and the
bayshore becomes a secondarylocus for developmenL If extensive wetlands
occupy the backbarrierzone, rampant conversion(by means of dredging)to
residential canalsubdivisions takes place. If the number of permanent
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Figure 1. Proposed Model of GulfCoastResort Evolution
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In Stage D,landuse becomes consolidated as the remaining vacant land
fills in. Land values have by now effectively precluded allbut the wealthy
from building single-family second homes, and multi-unit dwellings
(particularly condominiums) are constructed. The landusezonation is quite
distinguishable at this stage of developmenL Intense recreational activity is
concentrated alongthe access corridor and beachfront flanking the RBD core,
where most of the hubbub takes place. A broad residential area (mainly
single-family) flanks the commercial zone, and the condominium zone
occupies the extremes and formerly less desirable lands. This pattern of
complete development may be interspersedwith vacant lands,reflecting the
establishment of parks or preserves-or the denial of wetlands permits.

By Stage B, if market demand for beach recreation at this crowded
resort remains strong, pressures for redevelopment lead to increasing
encroachment of condominiums into both the RBD and residential zones,
particularly along the beachfront This trend is encouraged by deterioration
oT older facilities and escalation of real estate values and property taxes,
whichoften force sellouts by fixed-income propertyowners. This process of
landuse intensification can be greatly accelerated as a consequence of
hurricane onslaught, which can literally "wipe the slate clean" and—in the
absence of landuse zoning—pave the way for dense highrise construction
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along the beachfront (GulfShores, Alabama after HurricaneFrederic(19791
is perhaps the best example of this.)

Part Mveri Beach

Bstero Island, essentially uninhabited until homesteaders arrived in
the late 19thcentury,haswitnessed tremendous recreational development
since then, in large part due to its tropical south Florida setting. All five
stages of development are evident at this island.

The island initially developed as a summer resort for residents of
nearbyFort Myers. Prior to beachaccess provision in 1921 (in the form of a
short woodenbridgeto the mainland), severalof the homestead properties
had been subdivided, anda Beach Hotel was built in 1912(SchelL 1980). By
the time of the Florida Boom in the 1920s,the point of closest beach access
had developed into a "honky-tonk"(or RBD), completewith gambling casino,
beach pavilion, & bathhouse. A recreational settlement core, consisting
largely of private beach homes extending linearly along the shorefront to
past the Beach Hotel, had developed. Owners of low bayside property
dredged canals to boostrealestate values, but demand for mosquito-ridden
lots remainedlow. In spite of two devastating hurricanes duringthe 1920s,
Fort Myers Beach rebounded, and the pattern of beachfront expansion
continued, albeitslowly, untilafterWorld War II (Meyer-Arendt, 1986).

The postwar boom,characterized by greater affluence and mobility,
was felt intensively Umraghout south Florida. The status of Fort Myers
Beacft soon changed from a local summer resort to a national winter resort as
the Midwestern and Northeastern snowbirds began their annual seasonal
migrations. As beachfront properties became developed, the mangroves
began to be converted to residential canal subdivisions. Development was
most intense nearest the point of mainland access, and a CBD developed
adjacent to the RBD, stillthe focal point of recreational activity. Motels and
cottage resorts werealso primarily concentrated in this area, fly 1970, only
the unstable southern beach spit and several tracts of backbarrier
mangroves remained undeveloped.

The year 1970 approximately marks the onset of the condominium
era among most Gulf Coast seaside resorts. This form of intense landuse
beganto modify the pre-existing resort morphology. At Fort Myers Beach,
the remaining parcels of vacantland, primarily at the southend, filled in,
first along the Beachfront, secondlyalong the bayshore,and thirdly on canal
properties dredged out of the mangroves.

Increasing environmental legislation led to a total ban on mangrove
conversion by 1980. Continued market demand for resort property, coupled
with lackof land for areal expansion, prompted developers to acquire blocks
of older residential beachfront properties for conversion into condominium
apartments. No zoning restrictions prevented this trend, but Lee County
imposed lowered density standards in 1980 (from 35 to 14 units/acre).
County planners feel that the carrying capacity of the island has been
reached (Anlertet aL, 1982), andcondominium construction has significantly
fallen off in recentyears. FOrt Myers teach canpresently be described as a
saturated seaside resort The population swells from 6000 to 25,000 or
30,000 during the winter season, and the 7-mile drive along the length of
the island can take over one hour. In spiteof greater zoning restrictions.
the mechanism of landuse intensification through acquisition and
redevelopment of older properties remains.



Pensacola Beach

Like Fort Myers Beach, Pensacola Beach developed as a summer
playground for residents of nearby Pensacola. As early as the 1880s, boats
carried recreationists to the beaches of Santa Rosa Island for the day, and a
US. Coast Guard life-saving station became the focal point for recreational
activities. Following a 1906 hurricane which destroyed the Coast Guard
station, a hotel was built on the beach, but this lasted only until the next
hurricane, in 1916. Highway access was provided in 1931, but Escambia
County, which had bought Santa Rosa Island from the US. Government,
leased only a small portion of beachfront land for construction of a
casino/amusement center-in essence an RBD without a surrounding
settlement The county soon gave up its claim to the island, and for 20
years, the landuse on the Beach consisted only of the Casino.

Pensacola Beach also felt a postwar boom. The US. Government again
returned Santa Rosa Island to Escambia County with the stipulation that
lands not be sold-but only leased-and that all development be in the
"public interest* (Lenox, 1973) In 1947, the Santa Rosa Island Authority
was created to oversee to leasing of lands for commercial and residential
development Initially,a commercial district was zonedfor the area closest
to the Casino, and residential subdivisions were to be created to the east A
communitybegan to take shape in 1951,and by 1957 the commercial area
was totally leased, mainly to motels, rental beach cottages, and other
recreation-oriented businesses. Much of the remaining land was leased by
speculators (in large blocks)in anticipationof future development. The year
1960 witnessed the beginnings of a westward expansion to balance the
landuse zonation east of the RBD. By the late 1960s, a popular
RBD-centered on the Casino and fishing pier,the family-oriented Quietwater
Beach, and the adjacent commercial district, was flanked by residential
subdivisions, and land for further development was still available at both
ends of the community.

Pensacola Beach also witnessed a condominium boom beginning about
1970 (SRIA Annual Reports,var. years). As at Fort Myers Beach, the last
remaining parcels of empty land became the loci of this increasingly highrise
construction. The zone between the RBDand the entrance to the Gulf Islands
National Seashore (formerly Ft Pickens State Park) was especially favorable
to developers. Publicrecreationalfacilities and dune preserves were quickly
established to prevent total encroachment Today, the few remaining parcels
at the west end are already slated for development The east end also saw
condominium and residential growth during the 1970s, but in the last few
years, efforts by residents and environmentaiisu succeeded in limiting
further development to 61 acres. Construction on the first 10 acres has
recently begun.

As Pensacola Beach is nearing its area! limits to growth, pressures for
"redevelopment" are intensifying. Several older motels have been converted
to condominiums, and in the last few years, several others have been razed
for highrise construction. Although continued highrise development is of
financial benefit due to tease revenues, the present trend—plus a proposal to
expand the official "core area" (or RBD)into the older residential sectors—has
stimulated a public outcry. Wallace, Roberts, & Todd, a Miami-based
environmental planning firm (whose credentials include the landmark
Suiibel Report), has been commissioned to give proper direction to
development, and until the plan is presented and approved (in Fall 1986), a
moratorium on RBD redevelopment is in effect. Pensacola Beach is now in
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the consolidation stage of development, at the point of transition to the
saturation stage. It is anticipated that the comprehensivelanduse planwill
confine further development to the respective discrete landuse zones that
nave already evolved.

ftmrt Itle

Grand Isle, although settled for over two centuries, has not been
subjected to the recreational development pressures as have the other two
sites, in part due to its remotelocation, but also because of its low-quality
beach and periodic destructive hurricane onslaughts. Being a resort
attractive to fishermen, and less so to beach reactionists, lack of strong
market demand has kept the Island in StageCof the modeL

Grand Isle was the first of the 3 sites to undergo recreational
transformations, in large part due to its initial relative proximity to New
Orleans. The first tourism boom began after the Civil War with the
conversion of a defunct sugar plantation to a resort hotel (Stielow, 1982).
The fad of sea-bathing enticed New Orleanians to endure 8-hour boat rides
to get to the Island, and by the early 1890s, 3 major hotels and several
boarding houses catered to the tourists. In termsof resort morphology, this
recreational developmentrepresented the first major settlement expansion
away from the village proper,which was nestled among the higher central
beach ridges, which were extensively covered with live oaJcs (Quercus
virginiana). Thisinitial flirtation with exposed beach settlementendedwith
the infamous Cheniere Caminada Hurricane of 1893 which destroyed most
tourist facilities but left the village intact.

The memory of the storm prevented new recreational development
for decades, andnot until the1920s did Grand Isleagain enter Stage A of the
resort model. Highway access in 1932 laid the foundations for the modern
settlement morphology. The central village was still the focus of commercial
activity, but a pattern of spotty beachfront development evolved,
concentrated between the west end (the point of access) and the village.
Land developers bought up large parcels of land Tor subdivision in
anticipation of a boom that was delayed until after World War II.

Half of the prewar subdivided lots were sold by 1950, and the
beachfront was the locus of greatest construction. The beach highway
evolved into a strip RBD consisting of motels, rental cottages, and tourist
businesses, and near the center of the island the RBD blended with the
village CBD. The less desirable backbarrier marshes were developed least,
although several oil and sulfur companies made the east end the base for
their offshore operations. The physical environment was less hospitable
than at the Florida resorts,and by the mid-1950s,erosionwas undermining
many beachfront homesand detracting fromthe attractiveness of the beach.
Spotty bulkhead andgroin construction only accelerated the erosion, and by
the early 1960s,the postwarboom was waning. Beachrecreationists turned
their attentions to the increasingly accessible beaches of Mississippi.
Alabama, and Florida (Hubbert, 1983)'

In 1965, Hurricane Betsy madelandfall on Grand Isle, and 85* of all
structures were damaged. The storm provided a facelift, however, and the
resort morphology was re-established intaxt-the RDB strip became lined
with more modern motels and businesses. Beach nourishment restored the
shorefront, and summer homes reoccupied this zone. The post-storm
mini-boom was shortlived,however, and by the early 1970s beacherosion



had again contributed to serious environmental degradation, keeping all but
diehardfishermenandweekendersfromthe Island (Meyer-Arendt, 1985).

The condominium boom has largely bypassed Grand Isle. In 1980, a
condominium/marina complex started construction near the east end, and in
1985 a west end marina hotel converted to eondos. The post-Betsy
commercial strip of motels and souvenir shops still comprises the RBD and
little pressure for redevelopment exists. In 1985. a turnaround for tourism
was foreseen when a SIS million US. Corps of Engineers
dune-and-beach-restoration project was completed (USACE, 1978), but 3
major hurricanes later that same year dampened that enthusiasm.
(Although damage to island structures was negligible, the new beach was
severely eroded and 2 miles of the 7-mile sand levee were removed.)
Nonetheless, a 150 acre resort complex-complete with a major hotel,
numerous condominiums and townhouses, and 600 single-family lots—is
slated for construction, if the necessary wetlands permits can be obtained.
Grand Isle is best described as being in Stage Cof the model, perhaps on the
verge of entering Stage D. Whether the consolidation stage will be reached
anytime soon is dependent upon the perceived recreational resources of the
island and associated market demand

Summary

AlthoughFort Myers Beach, PensacolaBeach, and Grand Isle can all be
understood in terms of the resort model, the individual settlement histories
do not necessarily have to progress through all of the stages. As a requisite
to reaching the saturation stage, continued high market demand must exist.
Deterioration of either natural or cultural amenities may cause a decline in a
resort's popularity, and consequently the settlement morphology may be
"frozen" at its most recent stage of development Landuse controls, such as
wetlands legislation, post-storm reconstruction restrictions (as enacted by
Floridalast year), density restrictions, and zoningcan all modifythe patterns
of "spontaneous development" outlined in the modeL A determination of
what is optimalfor a particular resort can only be made by examininga host
of variables (e.g.traffic flows, parking,carrying capacity of beaches, etc.). In
terms of resort morphology, some variant of the consolidation stage (Stage
D), in which landuse categories are allocated specific zones, may be the ideal
toward which planners should direct development-provided this stage has
not yet been surpassed.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEENCOASTAL PROCESSES
AND LOCAL VARIATIONS INTHE SEDIMENT BUDGET

AT FIRE ISLAND, NEW YORK
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Bonn, West Germany

Previous research has concentrated upon the regional aspects of coastal processes as
related to generalized barrierisland sediment budgets without regardto variations in local coastal
processes and the resulting barrierisland morphology.

Three distinct morphological regions can be identified at Fire Island. First, the older and
highly dynamic eastern segment of the island which is dominated by inlet, overwash, and marsh
deposits. The primary mechanisms for the landwardtransportof sediments are inlet and overwash
processes. Second, the more recent and highly stablecentral section of the island, in the vicinity of
therelictoffshoreHuntington RiverDelta,is markedby eolianprocesses andextensive unbreached
dunes. The deltaactsasa baffle to theeffects of majorstormwaves. Finally,the juvenile western
section of the island is dominated by lateralspit platform accretion in the vicinity of Fire Island
Inlet, recurved dune deposits associatedwith inlet migration, and beach ridge development.
Sediments for the accretingspit platformarederived from the updraftHuntington River Delta and
the dominant mechanism for the inland transportof sediments is by overwash processes.

In order to calculate the local sediment budget, fifty equally spaced cross-island transects
were employed as representativesamples. The profiles were taken from topographic/vegetative
maps based on infrared photography having a scale of 1:2400 and a two foot contour interval.
Additional profiles were taken offshore to a depth of 30 feet in order to establish a nearshore
sediment budget. The individual cells were subdivided to correspond with the appropriate
morphological units. The relativedepth of eachdepositional lense was determined from fifteen
cross-island transects where selective cores were taken. The volume for each lense was
determinedby trapezoidal integration of the profiledataand expanded spatiallyto conform with
area]components for each cell. The volume for the barrierabove mean-sea-level was found to be
sixty million cubic yards. Inlet deposits accounted for44% of overall barrierisland volume, while
30% are associated with overwash deposits, 14%with eolian, 10% with beach and 2% with marsh
deposits. These amounts varylocally aspreviously described. The net nearshore sedimentbudget
forthe islandwas foundto be positive,despiteanet landward migrationof the island.
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GEOMORPHOLOCY AND SEDIMENTARY FACES
OF AN EPHEMERAL WASHOVER BREACH/TIDAL

INLET, CAMINADA-MOREAU HEADLAND,
SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA
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This study examines the origin, development, geomorphic history and stratigraphyof and
ephemeral washover breach/tidalinlet located0.381 km east of Bay Champagne on the Caminada-
Moreau headland of Lafourche Parish, southeastern Louisiana. Strike and dip oriented
stratigraphic cross-sections were constructed from eight (8) vibracores averaging 3.5 m indepth.
High altitude aerial photographs of the study area, taking in 1960,1965,1973, and 1985, as well
as oblique aerialphotographstaken priorto and just afterHurricane Juanin 1985 were utilized to
determine the relative ratesof beach erosion and vertical accretionof sand by washover processes
in the inlet

Through macroscopiccore analysis,three(3) distinctsedimentaryfades were recognized.
From bottom to top, these fades are:(1) Bay Fill;(2) Marsh;and (3) Washover.

1. The Bay Fill fades is characterized by alternating layersof thin sandsand silry sands
with silly clays and clays. An increase in sand content and bed thickness is noticeable towards the
top of the sequence, representing a gradual increase in energy and proximity to a source of
sediment supply. These sediments appear to have been deposited as crevasse splays from the
Bayou Lafourche distributary. Sedimentary structures associated with thisfaeies include parallel
laminationsand cross-stratified sandsand silts with a varietyof climbing ripplesand troughcross-
bedding. Mica and thin layersof organicdebrisarecommon alongbedding plane surfaces in this
fades.

2. The Marsh fades is characterizedby clays with extensive plant (root) and animal
burrow traces which increasetowards the top. Organic particles arealso incorporated into the
clays, andoccuras both thin layersanddiscreteparticles within the clays. Some sand-filledroot
burrows ore also seen, as well as some siderite bands and nodules. This faeies also contains some
oyster shells at the top of individual units.

3. The Washover fades is characterized by thin fine-grained sand blankets of several
superimposed washover deposits. Each washoverdeposit can be ascribed to severe storm or
hurricane events, and contains a shell-rich layer with an erosive contact overlain by horizontally-
laminated sands.



High altitude and oblique aerial photographsof the study area indicate that the inlet is
active only during storms, winter cold fronts, and hurricanes when the beach is breached by
waves. The photographs alsoconfirm thatthe inlet hasnot migratedlaterally (at least since 1960).
This may in partbe due to the transgressive (retrogradational) natureof the headlandin responseto
erosion because of a lack of longshore sediment transport This theory is also supported by the
beachprofiledatawhich indicatesverticalaccretion of sandin the inlet due to washoverdeposition.

The inletrepresents a topographic low (less than 1 m above msl) compared to the
surroundingbarriershoreline;it is easily recognized as a "gap" in the barrier,extending from the
ocean to lagoon without interruption as a sandy, vegelationless low plain. The inlet thalwag or
channel is slightly sinuous in nature, and as stated above, is only active during shore periods of
time in response to storms. This inlet is thereforeclassified asephemeraldue to its limited role as
an active inlet and its non-migratory nature. Additionally, its preservation potential is considered
minimal due to rapidshorelineretreat, erosion,andreworkingof the shoreface.
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